nTrackLive

nTrackLive enables efficient real-time monitoring of your cars, trucks, and other vehicles using GSM/GPRS technology to keep you informed as to your fleet's whereabouts, giving you the insight you need, improve your fleet utilization and help reduce overall operational costs.

Why nTrackLive?

- **Basic Issues**
  - Location of Vehicle, Over-Speeding, Irresponsible Driving, Misuse of Vehicle

- **Efficiency Issues**
  - Oil-Fuel Consumption, Unnecessary Stoppages, Inefficient Routes Taken, Misreporting, Violation of Predefined Route, Use of AC, Engine Idling

- **Security Issues**
  - Of the Vehicle and Passenger/Cargo

- **Theft Issues**
  - Of the Vehicle or the Cargo

Who can benefit from nTrackLive?

- Public Transportation
- Logistics and Cargo Operations
- Emergency Services
  - Police
  - Ambulance
  - Fire
- Military Vehicles
- School Transport
- Travel and Tour Operators
- Personal Vehicle Tracking
- Special Assets
Features

Any Time Access from Anywhere
Easy to use, feature rich web based application, with no downtime, accessible from any computer without any hardware or software installation

Live Updates on the Dashboard
Live updates of single vehicle or the entire fleet status in a single view solution

Alerts and Notifications (SMS/ Email)
nTrackLive sends emails and sms alerts when anything goes wrong or something happens which is worth bringing to notice

Security System
Solutions allows ignition operation controlled with RFID and password based security. The system can immobilize the vehicle by simply sending an sms to the nTrackLive device

Uninterrupted Communication
Even when the car is out of the cell phone coverage area or car battery is down

Route Playback
nTrackLive records the history of all vehicles. You can replay or see all the historical activities of all your vehicles

Communication/ Messaging
The solution allows bi-direction communication with the employee/driver in the vehicle through voice or SMS

Reporting
The nTrackLive tracking and monitoring functionality is supported by comprehensive reporting with capability to export in PDF, Word or Excel formats

Easy Integration
SOA Architecture allows easy integration with other application like Ticketing, Revenue and Logistics Solutions

Easy System Administration
nTrackLive provides comprehensive administrative features to help customers easily manage various information and features. This also include threshold values for all alarms.

24x7 Support
24x7 support through phone and email to ensure that you are never out of service.

Client Testimonials

As a company, we have improved the productivity of all vehicles by 30%. Navayuga’s tracking system has created a management tool that has cut down our operational costs and also stopped a large amount of idling time. I would strongly recommend Navayuga’s tracking solutions!

IT Manager, KPCL

Navayuga’s nTrackLive has helped us improve our vehicle security and reduce operational costs.

Operations Manager, Pai International

nTrackLive has helped us ensure that our children are safe when they transit to and from the school.

Principal, Presidency High School

How does nTrackLive work?

Communication/ Messaging
The solution allows bi-direction communication with the employee/driver in the vehicle through voice or SMS

Reporting
The nTrackLive tracking and monitoring functionality is supported by comprehensive reporting with capability to export in PDF, Word or Excel formats

Easy Integration
SOA Architecture allows easy integration with other application like Ticketing, Revenue and Logistics Solutions

Easy System Administration
nTrackLive provides comprehensive administrative features to help customers easily manage various information and features. This also include threshold values for all alarms.

24x7 Support
24x7 support through phone and email to ensure that you are never out of service.
Benefits to Customer

- Realtime access to up to date fleet information
- Improve response time to custom requests
- Increase fleet utilization
- Reduce your fleet expenses
- Improve fuel management
- Improve operational efficiency, fleet safety and security
- Improve customer service
- Reduce carbon footprint
- Evidence to support insurance claims

Real Time Management

Information
- Location
- Speed
- AC On/Off Status
- Door Status
- Driver Details
- Trip Log
- Trip Replay
- Positioning with respect to Points of Interest

Alarms
- Over Speed Alarm
- Halt Alarm
- Geo Fence Alarm
- No Go Zone Alarm
- Vehicle Theft Alarm
- SOS Alarm
- Battery Cut Off Alarm
- Tampering Alarm
- No Data Alarm
- Service Due Alarm

Operations
- Remote Vehicle Shut Down
- Voice and SMS Communication
- Over the air configurations
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